
When printing the PDF file, please make sure that your 
page scaling options are set to ‚none'.
In the printout, the lines below should measure exactly 1 inch. 
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You can easily change the size of blocks to your needs by adjusting 
the page scaling in the printer settings of your computer or copier. 
Here is the formula:
(Desired size) / (Actual size) x 100 = percentage for scaling
Example: If you want to enlarge a block from its actual size of 6” to 8”, 
you calculate: 8” / 6” x 100 = 133,33 %.
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Copyright 2015 Regina Grewe - All rights reserved
This pattern is exclusively for your personal use.

Note: All project measurements are centimeters. 
Finished size:15x15 cm plus seam allowances.

Runner of The Month: Apple
Paper Piecing Pattern

Fold to make a display

Use paper piecing to sew the individual sections and join according to the diagram.
Embroider the lines and seeds. Or apply real apple seeds. Embroider or applique the stem 
or coach on a piece of cord. Open a few stitches here      to insert the stem. 

To make a table runner like mine arrange several blocks in varied directions. 
Include plain strips or blocks. Decide 
on length, additional decorations and 
border elements as you like. You can 
see my suggestion at the bottom of the 
page.
Consider also to make placemats or 
coasters...

...especially „Handling Large Pattern Pieces“.
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Design Suggestions

Sewing order:
A to B

Runner of The Month

Background
Apple light
Apple dark
Apple pulp light
Apple pulp dark 

http://www.reginagrewe.de/00main/06tipps_e.html
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